Helicopter Sightseeing Tour

Overview
Helicopter Sightseeing Tour is the fastest and easy way to explore the stunning
Himalayans in Nepal. It must be the most amazing and interesting activity in the world.
For the timely limited travellers, it offers the best chance to fulfill you dream adventure.
The tour is suitable for the families and also for the adventure lovers. As per your selected
tour, the helicopter takes you to the heart of the snow capped mountains, gorges, dense
forests, rocky hills, villages and also some of the spectacular meadows. It will land on the
designated place for you to take a break and visit or explore the surroundings. If itâ€™s Muk
tinath helicopter tour, you could go to Muktinath Temple to worship and to seek for
blessings or if itâ€™s Mustang, you could hike to the nearby hilltops or other alluring sites.
The very popular helicopter tours in Nepal include Mt. Everest Helicopter Tour,
Annapurna helicopter tour, Muktinath helicopter tour, Langtang helicopter tour,
Upper Mustang helicopter tour, Jomsom helicopter tour and other superb packages.
Therefore, helicopter tour in Nepal can be both for the natural sightseeing and for the
pilgrimage tour. Some destinations are located in the isolated region of Nepal that can be
benefited with this kind of tours. Experienced pilots take care for the safe flight, so Nepal
helicopter tours are safe and extraordinarily exciting.
Nepal Adventure Team Pvt. Ltd arranges the required papers and bookings for the
helicopters of different airline companies for rescue operation, mountain tours and
pilgrimage trips.
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Please,
feel
free
to
contact
for the incredible services, expertâ€™s suggestions and for organizing the tour.
Â

Cost Includes
Airport pick and drop
3+ hour helicopter travel
Breakfast in the hotel
Government taxes and other fees

Cost Excludes
Tourist visa fee
Meals and accommodations in Kathmandu
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